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Write back Clause  

“Dangerous Communicable Disease for the Use in Cargo Insurance” 

Standard policy conditions of the GDV 

1 In deviation from paragraph 1 of the “Clause for the Exclusion of Loss/Damage due to a 
Dangerous Communicable Disease for the Use in Marine Insurance” and only within the scope 
of the provisions of the insurance contract, any damage, cost, or expenses caused by  

- theft, robbery, embezzlement, or other disappearance, 

- an accident involving the means of transport carrying the goods, 

- collapse of warehouse buildings, 

- fire, lightning, explosion, earthquakes, seaquakes, volcanic eruptions or other natural 
disasters, collision with or crashing of a flying object or parts thereof including its cargo, 

- general average sacrifice, 

- jettison, washing overboard or otherwise being lost overboard as a result of heavy weather, 

- discharging, interim storage, loading of cargo at a port or airport of distress entered as a 
result of an insured event or following an emergency landing, 

- total loss of entire packages during loading onto or unloading from a means of transport, 
or during transshipment to or from a means of transport 

- […] 

are insured.  

2 Limits of indemnity per loss occurrence /insurance year 

2.1 The insurer indemnifies a maximum amount of EUR .............. per any one loss occurrence.  

2.2 The Insurer’s aggregate limit for all loss occurrences of a given insurance year is EUR 
.....................  

3 The write back pursuant to paragraph 1 may be terminated at any time in text form. The 
termination is effective … days after receipt. 

4 The write back pursuant to paragraph 1 does not grant any additional insurance cover beyond 
the other provisions of the insurance contract. 
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